Podcast Citation Examples in Different Styles

1. MLA Style:

Podcast episode title: 'The Power of Mindfulness'
Podcast title: The Mindful Journey
Host(s): Jane Doe and John Smith
Publisher: Meditation Matters
Date published: June 15, 2023
URL: https://www.example.com/podcast/the-mindful-journey/episode-25

MLA citation:


2. APA Style:

Podcast episode title: The Power of Mindfulness
Podcast title: The Mindful Journey
Host(s): Doe, J., & Smith, J.
Publisher: Meditation Matters
Date published: 2023, June 15
URL: https://www.example.com/podcast/the-mindful-journey/episode-25

APA citation:


3. Chicago Style:

Podcast episode title: 'The Power of Mindfulness'
Podcast title: The Mindful Journey
Host(s): Jane Doe and John Smith
Publisher: Meditation Matters
Date published: June 15, 2023
URL: https://www.example.com/podcast/the-mindful-journey/episode-25
Chicago citation:


4. Harvard Style:

Podcast episode title: The Power of Mindfulness
Podcast title: The Mindful Journey
Host(s): Doe, J., & Smith, J.
Publisher: Meditation Matters
Date published: 2023
URL: https://www.example.com/podcast/the-mindful-journey/episode-25

Harvard citation: